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State Spending: Education or Incarceration?
Almost fifteen years ago the Correctional Association of New
York documented how New York’s governors and politicians had
rapidly increased prison funding while cutting funding to higher
education.1 Charting that gap revealed a stark outcome: as
state funding for SUNY/CUNY fell throughout the 1990s, prison
spending rapidly advanced to overtake spending on higher
education. The recommendation was clear: irrational prison
spending should be cut and higher education funding restored.
This did not happen: in the following ten years state
expenditures on prisons continued to grow, leading many to predict a perpetual prison complex.
Current political announcements and media coverage suggest that these long-term trends may be faltering,
and that a brighter future may await New York’s youth. In this report we examine this larger landscape for
New York State’s youth. Looking at long-term trends, we highlight hopes for the future—and worries about
the present. Among our most critical finding is the likely continuation of the inheritance of the past: a
growing disparity, despite changes in mass imprisonment and higher education, in the life chances of poor,
Black, and Latino youth across the state.2
The Good News: Falling Rates of Incarceration and Juvenile Detention
Contrary to many scholars and pundits who
despaired of ever turning back the rising tide of
mass incarceration, the number of persons
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continuation of the decades-long decline in the
official crime rate, and greater community self-policing have all, among other factors, supported this tentative
turnaround.
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This trend line is even sharper in the juvenile justice system. Following state and federal investigations of
abuse at juvenile facilities, the Office of Children and Family Services under a new commissioner, Gladys
Carrión, moved to close upstate detention centers and locate detained youth, facilities and treatment centers
“closer to home.”3
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These changes have altered New York State’s carceral geography. Under Governor Mario Cuomo (1983-1994)
more than 29 new adult prisons and over a dozen juvenile detention facilities were constructed. Under
Governor Andrew Cuomo nine prisons have closed, with two more closings proposed in the 2013-14 budget.
Twenty-eight juvenile centers have closed since 2009 as well; between 2011 and 2012 youth committed to
detention facilities dropped by over 30%.4
The savings are potentially momentous: it costs $60,000 annually to keep a person in prison in New York State,
and well over $200,000 to keep a youth in a state juvenile detention center for a year.5
State Spending: Education and Incarceration?
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These changes have impacted state prison expenditures: they leveled off and
then fell after 2009, as Figure three shows.6 Yet state spending for CUNY and
SUNY, calculated on a per-student basis, fell steadily in the first decade of the
21st century.7 Higher education spending under Andrew Cuomo has not
improved: between 2007 and 2013 state spending per student has fallen by
15%, while tuition has increased 18%.8 “Schools vs. Prisons” is not apparently
an equation recognized by either the governor or state legislators.

A first conclusion is straightforward: closing prisons has not opened the doors to education.
Heading to 1%? Higher Education as an Engine of Inequality?
More worrisome for most of New York’s youth are the details behind these aggregates, which show a
narrowing of access to higher education for poor, Black, and Latino youth. This process spans right across the
states’ high schools, community colleges, top senior colleges, and public research universities.
As media reports and legal challenges have highlighted,9 Black and Latino youth enrollment in New York City’s
eight elite public high schools has radically declined since the imposition in 2000 of a single, multiple-choice
test for admission decisions. Ten years late—in a city where over 70% of the public school students are Black
or Latino—the most elite schools now report Black and Latino enrollments in the low single digits. Stuyvesant,
the most selective school, reports a black enrollment of 1%—a drop from 4% a decade earlier. Admissions
offers for the fall 2014 entering class marked a new low: among the 963 Stuyvesant offers only 9 were to Black
students and 24 to Latino students. For all eight elite schools the figures were better but not by much: of the
5,229 students accepted, only 618 were Black or Latino.
This closing of access to the state’s better and more richly funded schools has marched right up the higher
education ladder. The ending of open admissions and reliance upon test scores after 2000 has had a knock-on
effect at CUNY’s elite senior colleges—Baruch, Brooklyn, City, Hunter, and Queens—where Black freshmen
enrollments have fallen from 30 to 10 percent.10 Black and Latino enrollments at SUNY’s four research
universities have been more steady—but have hovered at very low levels, around 6% over the last two
decades, in stark contrast to the 36 percent of the state population that is Black or Latino.11 In New York, as
elsewhere,12 higher education, once considered a public good and an engine of equal opportunity, is steadily
reproducing higher levels of social and economic inequality. If the number of Latino and Black youth headed to
upstate prisons is falling, the number going to upstate research universities is not correspondingly increasing.
It is difficult to avoid a second conclusion:
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In the wake of declining support, New York State’s elite schools and universities have become less and less
representative of the state’s population.
Even when disadvantaged students make into higher education they are likely to encounter poorly funded
community colleges,13 which have seen their share of state appropriations shrink faster, and cuts deeper than
elite SUNY institutions. Coupled with rising tuition rates, the Tuition Assistance Program (TAP) has been
slashed over the past several years,14 pushing up levels of debt for poor, Black, and Latino students. In short,
while every student in New York State is getting less and paying more, this conclusion stands out:
Poor, Black, and Latino students are getting even less and paying even more for higher education, producing
yet another reinforcement to the barrier to equality.
Education and Incarceration Revisited
Increasing educational inequality and decreasing incarceration rates were not the outcomes expected or
hoped for by public policy analysts and advocates at the beginning of this new century. Indeed they mark a
signal failure for poor, Black, and Latino youth. Pressed by fiscal shortfalls and pressure from below, the state
may shutter prisons and detention centers. There is little sign as yet, however, that this will lead to increasing
assistance to poor, Black, and Latino youth and communities across the state.
Indeed the counterpoint to decline prison populations may be more
intensive policing, probation controls, and, most particularly, school
segregation—as press and research reports suggest.15 Most
prominent is New York City’s stop and frisk policy, heavily targeted
upon the communities whose youth have been channeled into prisons
on the one hand and contained in increasingly segregated and policed
schools on the other as figure 4 charts.16 Activists and policy
advocates alike have spoken of the “School-to-Prison-Pipeline” or
even the “Cradle to Prison” pipeline,17 moving from militarized
schools to juvenile court to adult prison, probation and parole. Law
suits and fierce public opposition to racial profiling have moderated
the numbers in recent years, but they remain extraordinarily high. Celebration of recent decarceration efforts
thus needs to be set against these more worrisome trends. This points to a third conclusion:
Downsizing prison populations need to be matched to increasing efforts to provide the health, community
and educational services that all of New York State’s youth need and deserve.
To do otherwise may only confirm the trends marked by emerging data on both prisons and schools: for
poor, Black and Latino youth, there appears to be little sign of turning back three decades of cutting social
supports while increasing inequality and social control by the expansion of policing, imprisonment, and the
criminal justice system as a whole. New York can assuredly afford better—and all its youth certainly deserve
better.
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